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1.0 Introduction
As part of work package 6 “Socio-economic resilience”, the EuroDairy project defined the goal to report on
innovative approaches to planning tools and approaches to manage volatility and reduce business risk on dairy
farms. Discussions between project partners made clear how important this topic is and will remain in the coming
years. We can even say it will grow in importance throughout all partner countries.
Dairy farmers within the EU have been exposed to the extremes of price volatility since 2005, before which market
support mechanisms operated within CAP regulated prices and protected EU farmers against the extremes in price
volatility. The reform of the CAP and the abolition of milk quotas have brought further changes, and have facilitated
significant shifts in milk output ultimately effecting competitiveness between regions.
Increased price volatility is bringing greater financial risks for farmers that require a significant change in attitude if
they are to be managed successfully. Dairy farmers need new a set of tools and strategies both inside the farm
gate, as well as at policy and market level in order to cope with this changed environment. Therefore, the industry
must develop strategies that span the spectrum of farm, processor and policy to minimise adverse effects.
In the future, the only constant will be change. While it has always been difficult to predict international
commodity prices or foresee production risks (due to climate, feed availability and price), the reduction in dairy
product stores in Europe and the USA, and increasing wealth in previously developing countries has led to price
volatility, arguably, not witnessed before. Future milk production will be set against a backdrop of increased farm
business uncertainty. Consequently, modern dairy farming systems must be sufficiently resilient to respond
positively and rapidly to change.
Dairy businesses should aspire to:
• provide a reasonable rate of return on equity
•

be environmentally sustainable and animal welfare compliant

•

allow for an enjoyable and rewarding lifestyle, encouraging new entrants

•

allow opportunities for staff training and personal development.

Farming businesses will need to be resilient; this requires a solid farm system foundation (strategic plan) that
combines cost control, with the technical expertise to make appropriate tactical decisions (tactical
implementation). They must be business focused; designed with land production capacity, soil class and rainfall in
mind; be based on efficient cow type, they must be highly efficient per unit of land, labour and capital, and must
limit their exposure to external forces.
The need for system resilience is even more important in expanding businesses and farms with high debt exposure.
Dairy farm expansion has risks, as the additional infrastructural investment must be financed by the existing dairy
enterprise(s). Such investment increases expenses and, yet, is usually accompanied by sub-optimal biological
performance initially. This places significant additional pressure on the original farming business. While prudent use
of debt is an effective part of a growing business (once used for productive purposes), heavily geared farms are
significantly exposed to downturns in product prices, increases in input prices, and the vagaries of climate,
particularly during the developmental phase of a new business.
Fundamentally, resilient systems must:
• have a low production-cost base to insulate the dairy farm business from price shocks, and
•

allow farms to generate sufficient funds in good years to meet requirements in lean years

•

have the capacity to react to changing market conditions.

This report has been split into three sub-questions:
1. How do I create a strategic financial plan for my business?
2. How do I cope with volatility?
3. How can I reduce business risk?
This report aims at triggering discussion between farmers and advisors, to learn from experience and developments
elsewhere, and to exchange available knowledge across borders. Some adaptation might be needed, due to
different regulations and tax systems, but the basics can often be replicated. By exchanging knowledge and best
practice, we aim to support farmers and advisors to think differently and see other opportunities to move forward.
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2.0 Structure of the report
For each of three main questions, relevant key topics are identified.
#

Key question

Related topic

1

How do I create a strategic financial plan for my business?

Strategic financial management

2

How do I cope with volatility?

Financial management

3

How can I reduce business risk?

Business risk management

Information and examples are provided for each topic, with regard to:
• Practices: examples of farms who have demonstrated or worked on the topic
•

Tools: tools and techniques which have been developed and can be used by farmers

•

Courses: courses which train and support the farmer with regard to the topic

•

Reading material: additional material a farmer or advisor can use to gain a deeper understanding of the
subject

For the tools and courses, we indicate the range of content, and where further information may be obtained.
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3.0 Strategic financial management
Financial management is an important part of strategic management. Strategic financial management applies
throughout a company's operations and involves elements designed to make the maximum efficient use of the
company's financial resources. In this section, we focus on strategic practices, tools, courses and reading material
where financial management plays an important role.

Practices
Testimony of an
What is
available? entrepreneurial scan
[Belgium]

Online toolbox
[France]

Tools

Courses

Reading material

Entrepreneurial scan
[Belgium]

Business
improvement
meetings [UK]

View through insight
– Compass for key
moments [Belgium]

Entrepreneurs in
dairying [UK]

Stepping stones to a
career in dairy
farming [Ireland]

Resilience awareness
tool [France]
Business Plan
Templates [Ireland]

Strategic
Management
Training for Farmers
[Slovenia]

Teagasc Dairy
Manual [Ireland]

3.1 Practices
3.1.1 Testimony of an entrepreneurial scan – Belgium
What is it?
Some farmers have made testimonies about participating in an entrepreneur scan. They tell their story and what
they learned from it. Testimonies from farmers are often the best publicity for a new offering. Other farmers will
better understand what a scan could bring them through other farmers testimonies.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Languages

Innovatiesteunpunt – Belgium

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEmorKqYUQU
Dutch, English

3.1.2 Online toolbox – France
What is it?
An online solution box with farmers’ testimonies is being developed. On the website, different media will be used
(e.g. video, flyer, graphic novel) to provide examples to dairy farmers. These will be developed from EuroDairy or
other projects. Links to other websites are added for further information. Examples will be given on five topics:
strategy, technique, economy, human & social and environment. For each topic, questions that farmers can ask
themselves are listed. Financial management is also included: calculating cost of production, investment levels etc.
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Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

Language

Chambre d’Agriculture Hauts de France - France
https://nord-pas-de-calais.chambre-agriculture.fr
https://chambres-agriculture.fr/
Website still in development (autumn 2018)
French

3.2 Tools
3.2.1 Entrepreneurial scan – Belgium
What is it?
An entrepreneur scan is a tool by which the farmer gets a better view of what kind of entrepreneur he/she is.
During a 3-hour conversation, different management skills are investigated. The themes covered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vision and strategy
Financial strategy
Investment decisions
Skills of the company leaders
Business succession
Cooperation between different business leaders within the farm
Acquisition and succession
Leadership
Administrative follow-up
Operational management
Commercial approach
Opportunities and threats from the external environment
Interaction and understanding of customers and market evolution
How do you relate to your competitors
Relationship with the bank(s)
Management of staff
Relationship with your suppliers.

By asking questions on these topics, farmers are challenged to think about their own competences and the
strengths and weaknesses of their own farm.
After the meeting, the farmer also receives an advisory document with action points for his business and himself.
Financial management is an important aspect of the entrepreneur scan; you can find it in several topics like
financial strategy, financial KPI’s, investment decisions, administrative follow-up and relationship with the bank.
What are the benefits/advantages?
The goal is to raise self-awareness through good discussion and to generate a physical report to encourage further
reflection. An important quantitative result is the analysis of financial ratios of the company and benchmarking
within the sector. By doing an entrepreneur scan, the farmer receives direct advice and feedback on the skills they
might be able to develop further.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Language

Innovatiesteunpunt – Belgium
http://www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/nl/advies/ondernemersscan
Dutch
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3.2.2 Resilience awareness tool – France
What is it?
A tool which aims to help raise awareness of the dairy farms resilience. The tool was developed to be quick and
simple to use. It only requires 1.5 to 2-hours to conduct, although an advisor is required to carry out the
questionnaire. During the conversation, the five aspects discussed include:
Strategy
Technical aspects
Economics
Human welfare and social expectations
Environment
The topic ‘economics’ does not only focuses on technical efficiency but also on good financial management and on
the amount of debt.
What are the benefits/advantages?
By participating, a farmer receives more feedback about his own strategy and the consistency of his/her system. It
is an entry point for a discussion and exchange between farmers and advisors about the strong and weak points of
the organisation. The resilience tool can act as a mirror for the entrepreneur. An example of the results output is
available on the following page.
Where to go for more information?
Partner organisation
Web link
Language

Chambre d’Agriculture Nord-Pas de Calais - France
https://hautsdefrance.chambres-agriculture.fr/techniquesproductions/elevage/eurodairy-hauts-de-france/
French/English (adapted to UK systems)

Resilience tool results output example
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3.2.3 Business Plan Templates – Ireland
What is it?
A business plan is a written document that describes how a business, usually a new one or one with
investment/new direction plans, is going to achieve its goals. A business plan focuses on strategic, marketing,
financial and operational aspects of a business.
Where to go for more information?
Organisation
Web link
Language

Teagasc - Ireland
https://www.teagasc.ie/rural-economy/rural-development/innovation/businessplan-templates/
English

3.3 Courses
3.3.1 Business improvement meetings – UK
What is it?
Business improvement meetings, in the form of workshops, events and discussion groups are held across Great
Britain, based on demand. The discussion groups and open meetings are levy-funded and are generally a taster,
with basic take-home ideas and support using AHDB Dairy templates and calculators. Workshops, such as Financial
Planning, are more in-depth and sometimes occur over several days. As and when possible, workshops utilise
external funds and, as such, may require a contribution from the attendees. AHDB Dairy makes every effort to
signpost to other funded workshops where possible in order to avoid using levy for something already being
delivered.
Possible Business Improvement Meetings topics are:

What are the benefits/advantages?
A broad range of training courses are offered of which local groups can pick what they want to focus on, and to
what depth.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

Language

AHDB – UK

https://dairy.ahdb.org.uk/technical-information/businessmanagement/#.XFHrk1z7SUk
English
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3.3.2 Entrepreneurs in Dairying – UK
What is it?
A business training program for aspiring dairy producers organised by the Royal Association of British Dairy Farmers
in collaboration with The Andersons Centre, AHDB Dairy and the NFU. The course is 5-half day (3-hour) sessions
and 4-full day sessions to include 2-full days on finance.
Topics discussed include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to entrepreneurs in dairying
Optimizing your milk price
Finance course
Your business plan
Financing your dairy business
Contracts and price management
Challenges and opportunities
Next steps

What are the benefits/advantages?
Younger people who have just finished college can gain a deeper understanding of the sector. By doing so, they can
extend their knowledge and gain more practical information.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Language

AHDB – UK

http://www.rabdf.co.uk/entrepreneurs-in-dairying/
English

3.3.3 Strategic Management Training for Farmers: ISM (Interactive
Strategic Management) tool – Slovenia
What is it?
The Interactive Strategic Management Method (ISM) is designed to support farmers in strategy development. The
training takes place in a group meeting and discussion between participants is part of the training process. The ISM
method has three basic principles:
•
•
•

emphasis on the entrepreneur,
interaction with the environment, and
focus on actual progress or actions of the entrepreneur (farmer).

Placing the entrepreneur at the centre means that the farmer himself is responsible for the content of the strategic
plan. A good strategy is based on a good match between the following three E’s:
•
•
•

the Entrepreneur: the ambitions and skills of the farmer, his family and/or employees
the Enterprise: the structure and performance of the farm
the Environment: market and society.

After this analysing part, attention moves to future strategy based on the farmer's ambition and vision. He has to
combine all the gathered information into a few possible strategies. He evaluates the alternatives and comes up with
his priority strategy. The tool also calculates a ‘fitting score’ for 15 strategies based on the score the farmer has given
to the different aspects of the three E’s. The farmer can use this calculation as inspiration or reflect on their own
choice. The last step consists of the farmer making a SMART (Specific – Measurable – Attainable – Realistic - Timely)
action plan before presenting this strategic plan orally to other colleagues within the group.
The ISM method was developed by LEI Wageningen UR and was used in farmer training in three central and eastern
European countries (Poland, Lithuania and Slovenia) as part of activities under the frame or Erasmus+ projects.
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In the first part of the ISM training (1.5 days), the farmer analyses these aspects while in the second part of the
training the farmer translates this analysis into a suitable strategy and a SMART action plan (1.5 days). In a year, there
is the fourth meeting, the so-called return meeting, to see what has happened with implementation of the strategy.
The ISM training takes 3-full day sessions in the first year and at least 1-full day session in the second year (return
meeting).
Around 8–10 farmers can participate in each group which is facilitated by a qualified trainer. Interaction is an
important aspect and farmers are encouraged to discuss and challenge each other. Homework assignments are set
to create interaction with others outside the group, and to organise the reflection on the process of developing a
strategy. A web-based ISM tool is used to structure and support the process. The ISM tool consists of a list of
questions a farmer has to answer to ensure they have taken all aspects into account.

Training course schedule

What are the benefits/advantages?
The ISM method was highly rated by farmers and students (future successors of farms) as a useful tool for farm
strategy development. Improving entrepreneurial competencies through strategic management training may help
farmers to deal with the challenges they are facing to keep their farms viable.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Contact details
Languages

University of Ljubljana, Biotechnical Faculty – Department of Animal
Science – Slovenia
Marija Klopčič - Marija.Klopcic@bf.uni-lj.si
English, Slovenian

3.4 Reading material
3.4.1 View through insight – Compass for key moments - Belgium
What is it?
Each farmer is confronted with key moments in his professional career. Examples are a business acquisition,
important investments, succession planning. At these critical points in time, it is important to make the right
decisions, as they can make the farm, in the long run, stronger or even weaker.
To guide farmers to make the right decisions, and to think about different key aspects, Innovatiesteunpunt
developed a brochure “A compass for key moments”.
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The brochure contains four chapters:

For each chapter, there are different exercises that can help the farmer build his view on the future. In Chapter 3,
farmers can determine the consequences of their idea. One important aspect is the financial consequences of their
plans: how are their actual financial situation (P&L, ratio’s), what kind of investments do they need, how much is
the cost and will they influence his financial situation? Another important aspect is the risk associated with their
plans: what kind of risks are expected and what is the level of aversion to taking these risks?
What are the benefits/advantages?
Depending on where the farmer is in the process, he can look into different challenges and exercises throughout
the brochure.
The recommendation is that the brochure should not be read from A-Z. The recommended approach is that an
advisor supports the farmer and suggests which exercises to execute first. The exercises should also support the
thinking process of the farmer, and not only be seen as just an exercise.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

Language

Innovatiesteunpunt – Belgium

http://www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/nl/inspiratie/brochure-kompas-voorsleutelmomenten
Dutch

3.4.2 Stepping stones to a career in dairy farming – Ireland
What is it?
Teagasc developed a booklet which profiles the different careers in the dairy industry.
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It is designed for:
• people from a non-dairy background who wants to explore the different career opportunities
•

people who wish to progress from an entry level role to a more advanced role on a dairy farm

•

farmers who wish to recruit people and need to identify the type of skills they need on the farm

•

farmers who already employ labour and want to show their employees a progression route.

For each role, the necessary skills and competences are given and which training might be required to progress to
the next level:

What are the benefits/advantages?
For each of the target group it is very clear what skills and competences are required for each level.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

Language

Teagasc – Ireland

http://www.teagasc.ie/media/website/publications/2015/
Stepping_Stones_to_a_Career_in_Dairy_Farming.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLaTuX2HO70
English

3.4.3 Teagasc Dairy Manual – Ireland
What is it?
The Teagasc Dairy Manual is a comprehensive manual for existing and potential dairy farmers. It is designed to be a
user-friendly source of practical information for anyone with an interest in the business of producing milk.
The different sections are:
• Why dairy farming
• Business Management
• Fairy Facilities
• Dairy Farming and the Environment
• Milk Quality
• Feeding Dairy Animals
• Dairy Breeding
• Dairy Animal Health
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The information is divided clearly into these sections and chapters. Chapters are further divided into questions and
answers on day-to-day and strategic issues.

What are the benefits/advantages?
The part of business management also focuses on financial management. Information is available on farm milk
price volatility, taxation in farming, farm business plan and keeping track of dairy business finances.
Where to go for more information?

Organisation
Web link
Language

Teagasc – Ireland

https://www.teagasc.ie/publications/2016/teagasc-dairy-manual.php
English
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4.0 Financial management
Financial management focuses on planning, organising, directing and controlling financial activities such as
procurement and utilisation of funds. Farmers have to apply general management principles to the financial
resources of the enterprise.

Tools
Cash flow spreadsheet [UK and
What is
available? Belgium]
Cash flow & financial
management on dairy farms
[Ireland]
COUTPROD [France]

Courses

Reading material

Tresolait [France]

Responding to price volatility:
creating a more resilient
agricultural sector [Scotland]

Financial Management
[Belgium]
Webinar Financial
Management [Belgium]

BISNES+ [Finland]

Checklist to survive low milk
prices [UK]
Get farm financially fit
booklet [Ireland]

WebWakka [Finland]
KPI-Avain [Finland]
Maitobudjetti [Finland]
ProNavetta [Finland]
Cashman and Wikli [Finland]
Tool for accounting risk in
investment calculations [Finland]
Milk forecasting calculator [UK]

4.1 Tools
4.1.1 Cash flow spreadsheet – UK and Belgium
What is it?
Cash flow shows the flow of funds to and from a business. It is the calculation of the net cash flows: it refers to both
income and expenditures. It is useful for analysing business performance, making projections about future cash
flows, influencing business planning, and informing important decisions. By conducting a cash flow analysis, a
business can evaluate its liquidity and solvency, compare performance among accounting periods, identify cash
flow drivers to support growth, and plan ahead to maintain a positive cash position.
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UK version

Belgian version

Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Language

AHDB – UK / Innovatiesteunpunt – Belgium

http://dairy.ahdb.org.uk/cashflow-cal#.W3GDtmwcRu0
English / Dutch

4.1.2 Cash flow & financial management on dairy farms - Ireland
What is it?
Low milk price, increased costs and unfavourable weather conditions have severely affected plans on dairy farms.
This has major implications for cash flow.
What are the benefits/advantages?
With this tool, dairy farmers can learn from:
• recommendations
• a roadmap
• options where cash is tight.
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Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

Language

Teagasc – Ireland

https://www.teagasc.ie/media/website/publications/2016/Cash-Flow-FinancialManagement-on-Dairy-Farms-020616.pdf
English

4.1.3 COUDPROD - France
What is it?
Coutprod is a software built by Idele to calculate the cost of production. It cannot be used directly by farmers. It is
used by advisers who have been trained to use the tool, as in France there may be several production systems on
one farm. The tool has functions to share fixed costs between productions.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Language

Idele – France

http://idele.fr/services/outils/couprod.html
France

4.1.4 BISNES+ - Finland
What is it?
BISNES+ is developed by ProAgria (Advisory Center in Finland) to simplify the everyday management of a farm. It
brings together all the important farm based data that farmer needs. Up-to-date information of production and
economy is always available and comparable to other results. Through the service platform of BISNES+ farms can
start to utilise the information based on KPI-Key figures in spring 2019.
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Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

Languages

ProAgria (Advisory Centre) - Finland

https://proagria.fi/ajankohtaista/bisnes-on-maatilan-johtamisen-uusi-innovaatio10207
Finnish

4.1.5 WebWakka - Finland
What is it?
WebWakka is a web application based tool for farm accounting and financial administration. The system
includes bookkeeping features with reports and budgeting. In the future, WebWakka will generate financial
KPI’s based on real-time accounting and transfers the material to the financial database. The database can also
be utilised to the production of benchmark information for farmers.
Result analysis calculates the company's profitability, liquidity and capital adequacy based on actual
accounting. Service of result analysis also provides production cost calculation for milk (these results are the
basis for KPI’s). Instead, TuottoPuntari software can be used for calculating and analysing the production cost
of cereals and silage.
Likwi-software produces financial monitoring and planning services. After the accounting year, the budget can
be prepared for the next financial year and forecast for 8-10 years ahead. This calculation is the base for
business plan preparation and investments aids.

Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

Languages

MTech Digital Solutions

https://www.mtech.fi/fi/webwakka-kirjanpito-ohjelmalla-maataloudenkirjanpito-kuntoon
Finnish
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4.1.6 KPI-Avain - Finland
What is it?
KPI-Avain (KPI-Key) is a tool made for the milk producers of Valio Oy (the tool is also included in the BISNES+
programme). It is produced by Valio Oy, ProAgria, Faba and Mtech. In KPI-Avain, farmers can set goals (e.g.
ECM milk/feed DM) and the software provides information on how these goals can be achieved. There are 17
different values that the farmer can monitor. Best results are achieved when results are compared with other
farmers. ProAgria experts are also recommended when learning how to reach their goals.

Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Languages

ProAgria

https://www.proagria.fi/sisalto/kpi-avain-8465
Finnish

4.1.7 Maitobudjetti - Finland
What is it?
Maitobudjetti – “Milkbudget” (Valio) is a tool that shows the farmer how much milk is produced on the farm. The
tool displays monthly milk production, cumulative milk production, production compared to the last month and
the production from previous years. The farmer can also apply the current milk data into the graphs. This tool
allows the farmer to plan the budgeting of the farm throughout the year.
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Where to go for more information?
Partner organisation

Web link
Languages

Valio

/
Finnish

4.1.8 ProNavetta - Finland
What is it?
ProNavetta (ProBarn) project by ProAgria has developed a tool for monitoring economics and production. The aim of the
tool is to be a model that allows both the farmer and the financier to monitor the farm situation on a monthly basis. The
tool is developed especially for investment monitoring. The key figures include tracking the development of financial
assets, clarification on consumption in the private economy, expenditure/turnover and loan repayment/turnover. The
tool is still under development.
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Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Languages

ProAgria

https://www.proagria.fi/hankkeet/pro-navetta-apua-navettainvestointeihin-7379
Finnish

4.1.9 Cashman and Wikli - Finland
What is it?
Cashman and Wikli form together a tool for planning the economy of farms. With Cashman, the farmer and the
expert can evaluate the current economic status of the farm and also make plans of the investments for the
future. During the planning, Cashman utilises the economic data of the previous years. Wikli, in turn, is a webbased business plan tool that e.g. farmer can use by himself / in cooperation with a financial expert. The farmer
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can also allow the bank and other officials to see the economic data of farm which facilitates, for example, the
investment situation monitoring. Wikli also calculates different kind of cost of productions for farm and farmer
can use it when storing important documents.

Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Languages

Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke)
/
Finnish

4.1.10 Tool for accounting risk in investment calculations - Finland
What is it?
Dairy farms typically plan investments based on cash-flow, payback time or net present value (NPV) – based on
calculations. Nowadays, with prices more volatile and yield also varying due to weather risks, it is more difficult to
plan investments. Natural Resources Institute Finland has developed an investment calculation, which accounts risk
in NPV calculation. The NPV method gives a single maximum bid price for the investment, whereas the applied
method gives a distribution of possible outcome values for the investment. Distributions are produced so, that
instead of static “most likely” values, the user is able to insert a minimum, median and maximum value to the c
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alculation. Variability can be applied for example to the price of milk, feed prices or animal average milk yield.
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What are the benefits/advantages?
The calculation produces the probability of net present value per animal cubicle. This distribution states the
probability of making a profitable investment given that the investment expenditure is known. Natural Resources
Institute Finland has published the calculation in an Excel-form; it is available in Finnish and has pre-filled
figures from Finnish context.

Net present value of animal cubicle
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Languages

Natural Resources Institute Finland

http://jukuri.luke.fi/handle/10024/537817
Finnish

4.1.11 Milk forecasting calculator - UK
What is it?
The Milk Forecasting Calculator has been created to enable farmers to compare their current system against a
range of alternative scenarios and now includes profiles for spring and autumn block calving herds supporting
AHDB’s optimal dairy systems approach.
The tool can be used to see how changes to herd size, yields or calving patterns will affect a business. To aid
planning, comparisons can be made over a three-year period and feed costs added to see the impact of any
changes over time.
As an excel based tool, this calculator uses farm information on herd size, average yield and calving data alongside
herd lactation curves to give producers information on the milk production potential for the herd.

Where to go for more information?
Partner organisation
Web link

Languages

AHDB – UK

https://dairy.ahdb.org.uk/resources-library/technical-information/businessmanagement/milk-forecasting-calculator/#.XD9GuGx0xu1
English

4.2 Courses
4.2.1 Tresolait - France
What is it?
Tresolait is a tool built by Brittany‘s Chamber of agriculture. It is made for dairy farmers to help them deal with
volatility (cash flow). The tool is free but a one-day training is compulsory.
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Where to go for more information?
Partner organisation
Web link
Languages

la Chambre d'Agriculture de Haute-Saône – France

http://www.afpasa70.fr/index.php?IdPage=1494421458&id=107
French

4.2.2 Financial Management, an advantage in good and in bad times Belgium
What is it?
With the course ‘Financial Management- an advantage in good and in bad times’ farmers learn in an interactive
way to focus on the financial management of their business. This includes investigating what results the
company achieves and what are the causes of these results? What are important financial parameters or ratio’s
and how do you interpret them? How important is a financial buffer? With this course, dairy farmers can learn
how to become a good manager with more financial baggage.

Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Language

Innovatiesteunpunt – Belgium
/
Dutch
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4.2.3 Webinar Financial Management - Belgium
What is it?
Financial Management is very important to create socio-economic resilience on dairy farms. In this webinar, Ellen
Vos gave an introduction to the EuroDairy project. Bart Verstrynge talked about the importance of financial
management, and about the long-term perspective. Finally, Martijn Van Duren informed the dairy sector about the
short-term perspective.

Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Language

Innovatiesteunpunt – Belgium

https://www.farmcafe.be/artikel/12019
Dutch

4.3 Reading material
4.3.1 Responding to price volatility: creating a more resilient agricultural
sector [UK]
What is it?
European farmers have to cope with multiple risks such as
often unpredictable and catastrophic weather conditions,
the impact of political decisions and volatile international
markets while delivering public goods such as a managed
environment. They do this within the framework of the EU’s
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). Price volatility is an
inherent feature of agricultural commodities markets. The
authors found that adverse effects at farm level are caused
more by unanticipated periods of sustained low prices than
by an increase in levels of volatility. Farmers can manage
both by taking measures to increase levels of resilience. On
the other hand, the government can also take measures to
strengthen the position of the farmer, like direct income
payments or subsidised insurance schemes.
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Where to go for more information?

Partner
organisation
Web link
Language

European Union Committee, House of Lords
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201516/ldselect/ldeucom/146/146.pdf
English

4.3.2 Checklist to survive low milk prices - UK
What is it?
Surviving a crisis can be very tough. It can be a great help if you have the feeling that you have done everything to
avoid problems at your company, because of that crisis. AHDB created a checklist to survive low milk prices.

What are the benefits/advantages?
This short guide offers advice on steps you can consider during periods of low milk price. Also contained are contact
detail for support organisations such as Farm Community Network, R.A.B.I and RSABI.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

AHDB – UK

https://dairy.ahdb.org.uk/resources-library/technical-information/businessmanagement/back-to-basics-surviving-low-milk-prices-checklist/#.W3GCB2wcRu0
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Language

English

4.3.3 Get farm financially fit booklet – Ireland
What is it?
This booklet focuses on the improvement of the way farmers deal with finances. Teagasc got 24 different financial
and support agencies from across Ireland to launch Getting farm financially fit. A financially fit farm is one that is
generating its financial potential, meeting its needs, is able to meet repayment commitments, keeps its bills paid, is
not overly borrowed and, most importantly, allows the operator and family members to have a good quality of life.

Where to go for more information?

Organisation
Web link

Language

Teagasc – Ireland

https://www.teagasc.ie/media/website/publications/2015/GFFF-BookletAugust2015.pdf
English
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5.0 Business risk management
Farming is an inherently risky business and there is no simple solution to deal with every risk. Whether it is rising
input costs, price volatility or the threat of disease, risks can have a massive impact on a farming business. Add to
that mix a change in political policy, extreme weather events or, simply, family ups and downs a farm may not be as
competitive or sustainable as it could be.
While no risk can be fully controlled, identifying threats to a business and having a plan in place to deal with them
can give greater business resilience. Follow this up with goal setting and establishing objectives, the business can
look forward to being more in control.

Practices
Milk trading
What is
available? company
[Belgium]

Tools

Courses

Reading material

Capacilait (Flexi-Sécurité)
[France]

Managing risk
webinars [UK]

Risk management in
agriculture [Scotland]

Fléxi-Sécurité
[France]

Fléxi-Sécurité
[France]

Fixing milk
price [Ireland]

An evaluation of
suitable tools to
manage
price/income
volatility at dairy
farm level in Ireland
[Ireland]

Dairy Trading
Online [The
Netherlands]
International
policy –
taxation
[Different
countries]

Health and safety
everyday [New
Zealand]
Milk Motor on
Futures Market [The
Netherlands]

5.1 Practices
5.1.1 Milk trading company - Belgium
What is it?
The milk trading company is a partnership for dairy farmers who want to hedge against the large volatility on the
market: both on the cost side and on the revenue side. They want to use market information and instruments such
as the futures market to ensure a higher or more stable margin. There are many tools to ensure this: for example
the futures market, contracts with customers, price guarantee certificates, margin insurance. Certainly, the futures
market is a good way to keep the margin up to standard. The dairy farmers themselves (the MTC board) will
determine which volumes and which prices are covered.
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Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Language

DLV – Belgium

https://dlv.be/site/blog/mtc-start
Dutch

5.1.2 Fixing Milk Price - Ireland
What is it?
Fixed pricing options are available to Irish dairy farmers for a proportion of their milk. This is based on product sold
to customers. This business model requires fixed ingredient prices, which specific customers like certainty. It is a
voluntary system, with a timeframe for schemes between 1 and 3 years. There is the option to lock a certain
amount of milk into each scheme (e.g. 20%) and every year there are new schemes based on customer demands.
Depending on milk processors there are options to fix a portion of milk sales at a specific price since 2011: most
schemes are operated by ORNUA and facilitated by milk processors; it is based on product sold in specific deals
(attractive for some customers to have a guaranteed price, fixed for specific periods). However, farmers have been
slow to engage, because they must be prepared to take a lower price in good years.
Where to go for more information?

Partner
organisation
Web link
Language

Teagasc - Ireland
/
English

5.1.3 Dairy Trading Online (DTO) – the Netherlands
What is it?
DTO is a dairy broker in Emmeloord (NL). DTO searches for milk buyers who want to ‘freeze’ a milk contract for a
long time (i.e. 6 months). If DTO thinks they have a good average price for a long period, they put it on the market
with a ‘guaranteed certificate’ of about 50,000kg/certificate. Dairy farmers can sign up for these certificates and
the system locks (for the time period specified).
Where to go for more information?

Partner
organisation
Web link
Language

Dairy Trading Online – the Netherlands
http://edepot.wur.nl/426129
Dutch / English

5.1.4 International policy - taxation – Different countries
What is it?
Taxation – as a part of the international policy – can help reducing volatility and business risks on dairy farms. There
are many foreign examples that can deliver inspiration to all countries around the world.
Farm Management Deposit Scheme – Australia
• The farm management deposits (FMD) scheme helps primary producers to deal more effectively with
uneven income flows. Concessional tax treatment to deposits made during years of good cash flow, which
can then be drawn on in later years when the funds are needed.
• FMD accounts are commercial products offered by financial institutions.
• Deposits made into an FMD account are tax deductible
• When deposits are withdrawn that were previously claimed as a tax deduction, that amount is assessable
income in the year it is repaid (maximum $800,000).
• Gives Power back to the individual to make decisions and moves away from handouts
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Income averaging
US- Dairy Margin Protection Programme
• Subsidised price insurance for dairy farmers
• Provides income for farmers in the event that national dairy margins fall (level is chosen by the producer)
• The national margins are calculated by the USDA, the national average milk price minus the average feed
cost.
Canada

•
•
•
•

AgriStability Large margin declines,
AgriRecovery – Natural disasters
AgriInvest - Savings scheme
AgriRisk – New Risk management tools

Belgium
Carry back – carry forward system. With this system, farmers can settle current losses retroactively on gains of
previous years, which makes it able to reimburse paid taxes in bad times.
Where to go for more information?

Partner
organisation
Web link
Language

Teagasc – Ireland
/
English

5.2 Tools
5.2.1 Capacilait – France
What is it?
Flexi-Sécurité was a project developed before the end of quota to anticipate the impact. A booklet was written and
training sessions were organized. The goal was to create a tool or references to help farmers adapt to price
volatility.
In this program, a tool was created: CAPACILAIT. The goal of the tool is to identify the factors on a farm limiting the
production of more milk. It focuses on seven topics: work, building, forage/concentrate distribution, milking, forage
area, regulation, and technical specifications.
Where to go for more information?

Partner
organisati
on
Web link

Language

Chambre d’agriculture d’Ille-et-Vilaine – France
http://www.agriculteurs35.com/ca1/PJ.nsf/TECHPJPARCLEF/22900/$File/Conseil%20Capacilait.p
df?OpenElement
French

5.3 Courses
5.3.1 Managing risk webinars - UK
What is it?
As part of a Defra initiative funded under the EU Adjustment Aid Scheme, AHDB Dairy, AHDB Beef & Lamb and
AHDB Pork have recently completed a series of risk workshops. Farmers are supported to identify the most
pertinent risks to their individual businesses, and how they can reduce the potential impact with proactive
planning.
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What are the benefits/advantages?
These webinars help understand how to manage specific risks within businesses.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link
Language

AHDB – UK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlKNxDY-Yu4
English

5.3.2 Flexi-Sécurité - France
What is it?
Flexi-Sécurité focuses on decision-making tools for farmers who will have to secure their income and adjust their
operating system to price volatility. The flexibility of milk production is enabled by a series of technical levers. The
farming techniques described in the levers are herd management, animal feeding, and milking. Each technical
solution is detailed but at the beginning of the sheet, a summary table allows quick reference, in terms of ease of
implementation, response time or reversibility of the solution.
Where to go for more information?

Partner organisation
Web link

Language

Idele – France

http://idele.fr/presse/publication/idelesolr/recommends/flexi-securite-de-laproduction-laitiere-fiches-leviers.html
French

5.4 Reading material
5.4.1 Risk management in agriculture - Scotland
What is it?
This briefing examines risk management policies for agriculture. Currently, events which negatively impact
agricultural productivity, such as adverse weather, price fluctuations and disease events, are often addressed in the
UK through ad hoc payments from governments. However, in the United States, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, instruments addressing risk management are built into the agricultural policy. With agricultural policy
about to change in the UK, consideration of policy instruments used by these countries to manage risk may be
useful.
In concrete, this report gives an overview of:
• What risk is in agriculture
• The policy context of risk management
• Levels of risk and the need for support
• The effectiveness of ad hoc payments
• Risk management policies in the EU, the US,
Australia and New Zealand.

Canada,
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What are the benefits/advantages?
The report provides insight into the policies of risk management in agriculture. This overview can inspire policy
makers, and they get a clear view on the pros and cons of different approaches.
Where to go for more information?

Organisation
Web link

Language

The Scottish Parliament, Gareth Thomas

https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/2018/7/4/Riskmanagement-in-agriculture/SB%2018-46.pdf
English

5.4.2 An evaluation of suitable tools to manage price/income volatility
at dairy farm level - Ireland
What is it?
In the report, the authors analyse the financial impact of a number of risk management tools on farm household
income and the volatility of that income. The tools examined are forward contracting, taxation measures to
counter income volatility, insurance contracts and the Basic Payment Scheme/Single Payment Scheme.
What are the benefits/advantages?
The report provides insight into the types of risk management tools that are likely to be most appropriate in an Irish
setting. The successful introduction and widespread adoption of appropriate risk management tools can ensure
that the Irish dairy sector remains competitive and profitable in an uncertain future.
Where to go for more information?

Organisation
Web link

Language

Teagasc – Ireland

https://www.teagasc.ie/media/website/publications/2018/An-evaluation-ofsuitable-tools-to-manage-priceincome-volatility-at-dairy-farm-level-in-Ireland.pdf
English

5.4.3 Milk Motor on the futures markets – the Netherlands
What is it?
Much research has been done on the development of futures markets. In this Dutch study dairy farmers, on a large
scale, interrogated their risks using a futures contract. This study came up with a dual purpose approach: financial
and marketing. Thereby trying to foster a collaborative approach to the financial and marketing elements. With a
futures contract, dairy farmers transfer their price risks to a third party. Large industries would in return like a long
term for the benefit of dairy ingredients fix. Therefore, they will provide sufficient hedging activities. This study
shows how this dual approach changes the dairy supply market in the Netherlands.
Where to go for more information?

Organisation
Web link

Language

ZLTO / LLTB

https://www.verantwoordeveehouderij.nl/show/De-Witte-Motor-intermijnmarkt.htm
Dutch (English summary)
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6.0 Conclusions and recommendations
Dairy farmers within the EU have been exposed to the extremes of price volatility since 2005, before which market
support mechanisms operated within CAP regulated prices and protected EU farmers against the extremes in price
movement. Increased price volatility is bringing greater financial risks for farmers that require a significant change
in attitude if these risks are to be managed successfully. Therefore, this topic is emerging as one of the main
bottlenecks on dairy farms, directly affecting socio-economic resilience and this challenge is common to all regions.
In this report, we focus on three important topics: strategic financial management, financial management and
business risk management. Financial management is an important part of strategic management because good
managers need to focus on the financial topics of their company as well. We see important practices, tools, courses
and reading material based on both strategic and financial management. This can help farmers to become a
financial manager, as well as the input from the financial management part. Here we examined tools, courses and
reading material that is particularly focusing on financial management. Hereby we think about cash flow tools,
strategies to survive low milk prices, how to get financially fit, etc.
The last part of this report focuses on risk management. As we can read in ‘Risk management in agriculture’
(Thomas, 2016) agriculture is particularly prone to business risks. There are several strategies, practices, tools,
courses and reading the material, both on the micro and macro level. For instance, farmers can read how they can
manage risks at their farm, but we also see examples where organisations support farmers who want to hedge
against the large volatility on the market. Finally, we give an overview of policy options that can help strengthen
the position of (dairy) farmers.
The examples presented in this report are not exhaustive, and other organisations may have developed additional
or alternative approaches. If looking for routes to increase economic resilience, or considering developing a
solution or specific tool – the first step ought to be to explore what is already available, and what lessons can be
drawn from developments elsewhere.
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